Building Healthy Corridors Development Workshop – Charlotte Avenue Recap & Next Steps

Last week, ULI Nashville’s Building Healthy Places Action Council convened ULI members and diverse community partners representing differing interests to identify development tools and techniques to help inform the redevelopment of Charlotte Avenue into a ‘Healthy Corridor’. This was made possible from generous grant funding from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and from the Urban Land Institute, and with program support through ULI’s Building Healthy Places initiative.

This Development Workshop represents a part of the process of evolution of the Charlotte ‘Health Corridor’ from current conditions to visioning and conceptualization to identifying development opportunities and tools to implementation of changes.

**NEXT STEPS** - ULI Nashville, its BHP Action Council and Grant Leadership Team, with on-going support from ULI and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, *is already hard at work at organizing and gleaning the outcomes of the Workshop; and honing in on priorities identified by the participants.* ULI Nashville *looks forward to future continued collaborations with a variety local partners and voices in setting a clear vision and action steps to develop for a healthier future.*

While they don’t capture the wit, wisdom and experience that ULI Sr. Fellow Ed McMahon delivered his keynote to the Workshop, “CORRIDOR REVITALIZATION: HEALTH TOOLS and TECHNIQUES” with, you may find Ed’s presentation in the orange bars to along the right column of [this page](#), divided in three pdfs due to heavy content.

Additionally, you may hear three ULI Nashville team members talk about current conditions and opportunities along the corridor, [here](#).

Stay tuned for additional updates, next steps and postings!